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Taylor Swift Fan BookTaylor Swift: The Ultimate Fan Book 2015 is the second Taylor Swift book
by mega-Swifty Jenny Kellett.In this book, updated for 2015, you'll find amazing Taylor Swift
biography facts and quotes as well as a Taylor Swift quiz to test your knowledge of the superstar
herself!The author has put together some of the best facts about Taylor Swift, many of which will
surprise you!Taylor Swift QuizWho is Taylor currently dating?How old was Taylor when she
moved to Nashville?Who is Taylor's BFF from high school?What is the breed of Taylor's cat
Meredith?You'll find out the answers to these questions and more in the Ultimate Taylor Swift
Fan Book. How many will you know the answer to?Taylor Swift QuotesRead some of Taylor's
best quotes, including what she really thinks about love and some tips for happiness!Taylor Swift
FactsTaylor loves buying vintage style iPhone casesTaylor Swift has a private jet worth $40
millionTaylor is scared of driving.These are just some of the Taylor Swift facts you'll find in the
book.So if you're a true Swifty, grab this book today. Or, treat your Taylor Swift loving friend or
family member — the Taylor Swift: Ultimate Fan Book is ideal for Swifties of all ages!**Bonus:
pretty pictures of Taylor included!**



Taylor SwiftThe Ultimate Fan Book 2015Jenny Kellettwww.worldsbestfacts.comCopyright 2015
by Jenny Kellett, all rights reserved. Copyright and other intellectual property laws protect these
materials. Reproduction or retransmission of the materials, in whole or in part, in any manner,
without the prior written consent of the copyright holder, is a violation of copyright
law.ContentsTAYLOR SWIFT: QUIZ Her Early Life Her Music and Achievements
Her Private Life Everything Else TAYLOR SWIFT: FACTS TAYLOR
SWIFT: QUOTES TAYLOR SWIFT:QUIZHere is your chance to test your knowledge of
Taylor Swift. Do you know where she was born? How many Grammy’s has she won? Who is her
current boyfriend?Test yourself or test your Taylor Swift loving friends!Are you ready? Let’s go!
Her Early LifeWho taught Taylor Swift how to play three chords on guitar when she was 12?A
computer repairman..........What is the title of the poem Taylor wrote during her fourth grade that
won a national poetry contest?‘Monster in my Closet’..........What year was Taylor born?
1989..........What is Taylor’s middle name?Alison..........Who does Taylor consider to be her
biggest influence?Shania Twain..........If Taylor wasn’t a singer, what has she said she would do
as a career?A novel writer, interior designer, detective, neurologist or psychologist..........What
school did Taylor attend in Nashville?Henderson High School..........What was the name of
Taylor’s first album?Taylor Swift..........What popular clothing brand did Taylor model for in its
‘Rising Stars’ campaign?Abercrombie & Fitch
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Ja, “Nephew excited for book. Nephew loved book.”

delosdweeb, “My friend loved this book I got her for Xmas. My friend loved this book I got her for
Xmas. It's perfect for a young girl fan of Taylor swift. The onlydownside I feel as though there are
not a lot of pages ? it's a thin book .”

AmethystStar18, “Perfect for my fourth grade daughter!. in my house this is a five star item. I
gave it 4 stars because, like other reviewers, I thought the book looks like it was just stuff pulled
from the internet. The pictures were not clear and the quiz left something to be desired. The
answers were written immediately after the questions so there was no real chance for my
daughter to test her knowledge of Taylor Swift. but because this book was bought for my
daughter who is 9 years old, it was absolutely perfect. She loved it so much and read it from
cover to cover and references it often. not great for an adult, but perfect for a child!”

DazedandConfused26, “spot on. bought as a bit of a joke for a colleague, but they actually
seemed to like it. It got a very good reception!”

The book by Jenny Kellett has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 79 people have provided feedback.
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